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Adaptive Mesh Refinement

Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR)

Local high resolution during run-time

Spectral model

Finite volume passive tracer transport
scheme

Parameterizations with resolution
dependency (Finite difference method)
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Adaptive Mesh Refinement

Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR)

Local high resolution during run-time

Spectral model

Finite volume passive tracer transport
scheme

Parameterizations with resolution
dependency (Finite difference method)

Can we integrate AMR just for passive tracer transport?



Technical Issues

Generating adaptive meshes from input meshes

Handling hanging nodes using the transport scheme



Transform input mesh to adaptive mesh: Forest of Trees
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Passive tracer transport scheme

Flux-Form Semi-Lagrangian Scheme

Dimensionally Split

Mass conservation

Finite volume with semi-Lagrangian extension



Flux-Form semi-Lagrangian scheme

(Arrival Cell)

u u
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Mass flux along the trajectory

Efficient with cumulative mass

Cannot do it with hanging nodes



Hanging nodes

2-D reconstruction

1

Finite volume scheme ->
Cell-integrated Semi-Lagrangian
(CISL)

Standard Piecewise Parabolic
Method (PPM) reconstruction

2-D reconstruction with hanging
nodes



Refinement for dimensionally split scheme
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Multidimensional semi-Lagrangian
scheme:

cell D -> cell A

Dimensionally Split:
cell D -> cell B
cell D -> cell C
cell B(C) -> cell A



Meaning of AMR for single tracer transport in existing model

Input tracer distribution on low
resolution

Wind field on low resolution

Input data limit the numerical accuracy

Bilinear wind Interpolation
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Idealized test

Moving vortices test case

Initial condition on coarse grid (coarse
input data)



Idealized test

coarse resolution AMR results

Better filaments



Idealized test

Moving vortices test case

High resolution run with high resolution input data

Global refinement with low resolution data

AMR runs



Idealized test

coarse initial condition
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coarse initial condition with interpolated wind
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Input data and wind interpolation limit the numerical accuracy
AMR still reduces the error
Accuracy using the AMR can get close to the accuracy using global refinement



How does it look like in real models?

Passive dust tracer transport
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Original Model: T31L31 .vs. T63L31
T31L31
Day 3

T63L31
Day 3

Day 6 Day 6

Dust concentration distributes very differently on different resolutions!
At least reduce one source of error, not improve to the level of quality of complete
high resolution runs



One-way Coupled Realistic Test

AMR tracer transport do not influence the rest of the model
Dust concentration depends on other physics

Dry processes: dry deposition, emission, sedimentation
Wet processes: wet deposition (involving cloud and convective processes)
DqAMR

Dt = Fphysc(Xcoarse,qAMR)

Coarse wind field, coarse initial condition
Can we at least improve some accuracy?



Realistic Test: Low resolution .vs. Global refinement with coarse
input data
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Day 6 Day 6
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Realistic Test: Global refinement with coarse input data .vs. AMR
tracer transportGlobal Refinement

Day 3
AMR
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Realistic Test: Global refinement with coarse input data .vs. AMR
tracer transportGlobal Refinement

Day 9
AMR
Day 9

Day 10 Day 10



Summary and Outlook

Summary
We integrate AMR into passive transport module of ECHAM6

AMR can reduce error even with coarse input data and interpolated wind

AMR can reduce the local error in one-way coupling with realistic settings

It is feasible to integrate AMR for one component into an existing model

Outlook
fully two-way coupling?

Can we keep high resolution information? (Multi-scale Methods?)

Thank you
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